MEGAN DEVINE
Revolutionizing the way people think about
grief, relationships, and communication.
Speaking on grief and loss in a way that neither dismisses pain, nor
denies healing, author Megan Devine encourages audiences to rethink
their relationship to loss - and to love. Her talks and workshops help
people build truly supportive personal and professional relationships.
With a specialization in grief due to out-of-order or unusual deaths and
other life altering events, Megan’s approachable techniques provide
simple (though not easy) ways to love each other better.

Megan was very thorough
in making sure she was
prepared for her talk, and
it showed - she knocked it
out of the park. The moving
delivery of her personal
story, plus her issuing a
challenge to our community
to do better around grief,
led many attendees to cite
Megan’s talk as a highlight
of our programming.
į Megan Rosenbloom
Director, Death Salon

Megan is a licensed psychotherapist, grief advocate, and sought after
speaker. Her new book, It’s OK That You’re Not OK: Meeting Grief and
Loss in a Culture That Doesn’t Understand, is available from Sounds
True. She’s written for (among others): Huffington Post, Modern Loss,
and Bustle Magazine, and is a frequent podcast guest. You can hear her
speak and read a more extensive bio on her website Refuge in Grief.
Megan is available for keynotes, professional trainings, in-service
events, conferences, book talks, and public lectures. Any of her talks
can be adapted for professional, community, and religious/spiritual
organizations.

SOME THINGS CANNOT BE FIXED

They can only be carried.

SIGNATURE TALKS
• Some Things Cannot Be Fixed: Why Acknowledgment is the Best
Medicine We Have
• The Ethics of Small Town Grief: When Everyone Knows Everything
• It’s Not Just Grief: Why Talking About Loss Matters
• Say This, Not That: How to Help Someone You Love
• Death, Grief, and Social Justice: Responding to Violent Deaths
• On Grief and Writing: How Telling the Truth Heals

SPEAKING INQUIRES: support@refugeingrief.com

